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This paper examines the role of profitability in competition analyses – especially in the context
of market inquiries. This is specifically relevant in light of the current South African healthcare
inquiry, particularly since profitability has been a key feature of various UK market inquiries. The
paper commences with an overview of the theoretical grounds for considering profitability in
competition analyses. It is then illustrated why the accurate measurement of long-run economic
profitability is difficult, especially for a complex firm and/or industry. Next it is explained why,
contrary to economic theory, firms may experience positive economic profitability for extended
periods of time. The accurate consideration of these points has significant implications for the
analysis of market power. Finally and most importantly, the use of profitability in competition
analyses in various jurisdictions covering the United Kingdom, United States and continental
Europe is reviewed.

1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the relevant literature on the role of
profitability in competition analyses and to show the benefits and drawbacks of relying on profit
measures as indicators of market power or the abuse thereof in competition cases. This is
particularly relevant given that other jurisdictions have taken the approach of investigating
markets for competition problems when profitability is found to be ‘excessive’, despite that this
approach is a controversial one. In the ongoing healthcare market inquiry, this may be one
possible point of departure, given such precedents. However, as we point out below, this
approach is unlikely to be a fruitful one, and is generally not supported by economic theory.
In this paper we point out that there is a large divide between the proponents of the use of
profitability as an indicator of market power, and the opponents. In a paper by CRA, it is
concluded that: “In general, profitability analysis will not provide useful information for
competition analysis, and worse yet, is likely to be highly misleading… Although there is some
superficial attractiveness to the position that profitability analysis is useful, it nonetheless
remains the case that public policy interventions should not be based on flawed measures of the
degree of competition in a market” (CRA, 2003: 9-10). The further issue is that while profitability
analysis has found some application in excessive pricing cases, the relevant question for
current purposes is whether this is a useful exercise in the context of market inquiries.
We commence this paper with an overview of the theoretical grounds for considering profitability
in competition analyses, as well as how views towards the Structural-Conduct-Performance
(SCP) theory have evolved over time – toward effects-based analyses and specific theories of
harm.
It is then explained – both practically and mathematically – why the accurate measurement of
long-run economic profitability is difficult, especially for a complex firm and/or industry. Given
this problem, we caution against the comparison of economic profitability between firms.
Following from this the paper explains why, contrary to economic theory, some firms may
experience positive economic profitability for extended periods of time. It is stated that this may
be due to various reasons beyond market power exertion, including: good management and/or

strategy, a firm’s cost structure, the relevant market’s structure based on benign factors, and
external factors such as the macroeconomic environment.
Finally, we review the use of profitability in competition analyses in various other jurisdictions of
the world. This review confirms the findings of this paper with regard to the practical and
theoretical problems with profitability in competition analyses, which we point out.
From our research we find that at best, the profitability of a firm may provide insight into the
functioning of a market. However, attention must be drawn to the fact that there are significant
practical and theoretical problems with using this measure as a basis from which to draw
conclusions in competition analyses. At best, profitability should be one measure used with
other market indicators to form a view of overall competition in a market.

2 Theoretical justification
As pointed out above, the underlying theory for analysing profitability in competition cases is
that market power is higher in concentrated markets. Analysing profitability is hence a short-cut
means to assess structure and conduct. For this reason, the approach is often termed the direct
approach.
Despite severe criticism of this approach in the economic literature, this approach was taken by
the UK Competition Commission in their 2013 analysis of hospital profitability (UK CC, 2013a).
The UK Competition Commission found that certain hospitals were earning excessive economic
profits due to market power. More specifically in the final report, the CMA found:
“From our profitability analysis, we concluded that during the period under review BMI, HCA
and Spire have been earning returns substantially and persistently in excess of the cost of
capital.” (UK CMA, 2014: 7)
At the outset, and given the above context, it is necessary to understand what constitutes
excessive profitability and whether this is theoretically a competition concern.
Basic economic theory states that in long run equilibrium of a perfectly competitive market with
free entry, economic profits will equal zero (where the market price is equal to the marginal cost
of production). These firms will then produce at minimum efficient scale, where their average
costs equal their marginal cost. Theoretically, the long run is the period of time in which all
factors of production and costs are variable.
Therefore, from a theoretical perspective, if an industry exhibits positive economic profits, it may
be interpreted that the industry is not perfectly competitive. If this is the case in the short run
(assuming free entry) outsiders will have the incentive to enter the market, resulting in increased
output and lower prices in the market. Firms should, therefore, theoretically not be able to earn
positive economic profits in the long run, unless the market is not competitive.
Accordingly, if a profitability analysis shows that a firm, business unit or specific product
consistently earns positive economic (often then referred to as excessive) profits, it may be
interpreted that it has the ability to set prices, volume or quality differently to the competitive
level, without it resulting in increased competition from entry. This may be because the market is
not competitive and requires regulatory intervention. This is also in accordance with the
definition of market power in the South African Competition Act2, where market power is defined
as:
“the power of a firm to control prices, or to exclude competition or to behave to an appreciable
extent independently of its competitors, customers or suppliers.”

However, this is only one of many explanations for the observation of positive economic profits.
There are significant practical and theoretical concerns with such straightforward profitability
interpretation in competition cases. The practical difficulties will be expanded on in section 3,
and the theoretical issues in section 4.

3 Practical difficulties: calculating economic profits
In this section we explain what economic profits are, how these are calculated, and what
problems are likely to be encountered in doing so.

3.1

Economic profitability: definition

Economic profitability, rather than accounting profitability,3 is the relevant profitability indicator to
accurately understand a firm’s or a market’s functioning over the long term. Whilst accounting
profits may be of interest to understand the operational side of the business, these cannot
provide information concerning economic profitability, nor about the presence or absence of
monopoly profits (Fisher and Mgowan, 1983; Benston, 1982). These (economic profits) are
central to analysing the competitive situation in a market.
Practically, economic profits are calculated as revenues minus labour, material and capital
costs. These capital costs need to account for the replacement cost of capital (accounting
profits account for the book value of capital). Concisely, economic profits consider real costs,
not just bookkeeping costs. ‘Real costs’ include the costs of using a unit of a resource that could
be used elsewhere to earn profits. Because the value of capital changes over time, the
replacement cost of capital can diverge greatly from the historical cost.
Therefore, accounting and economic profits are expected to be vastly different and lack a direct
correlation. To illustrate this, consider juxtaposing accounting and economic rates of return for
firms that have different distributions of investments over time. Theoretically, in long run
equilibrium of a perfectly competitive market with free entry, economic profits will equal zero −
but this applies only to economic profits, not accounting profits.
Accurately calculating the replacement cost of capital for economic profitability is not a simple
task and may easily be manipulated – intentionally or unintentionally – to lead to vastly different
economic profit estimates. This illustrates the first problem in affording economic profits a
central place in competition analysis.
We describe the above-described caveat mathematically next, with a summary in section 3.3.

3.2

Economic profitability: calculation

Long term economic profits have commonly been calculated by using the internal rate of return
(IRR) and the net present value (NPV) methods. The IRR is the discount rate or rate of return
that equates the present value of a set of cash flows arising from economic activities to an initial
capital investment. The ‘truncated IRR’ refers to the modified methodology that calculates the
actual profitability for a specified period of time. This is calculated as:
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In the above, V0 is the market value of capital employed in period t=0, CFt is the net cash flow in
period t, r is the IRR and VN is the market value of capital employed in period t=N.
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In the above, NPV is the net present value, CFt is the net cash flow in period t, WACC is the
weighted average cost of capital, V0 is the market value of capital employed in period t=0 and
VN is the market value of capital employed in period t=N.
The reason for the truncated IRR and NPV specifications above, rather than the concise
versions (which simply do not have the second term in each of the above formulas), is that the
truncated forms include also the terminal value of the capital employed. This is important as the
capital’s terminal value can result in expected profits outside of the analysis period, impacting
the assessment of profits within the period being analysed. The estimation of the market value
of the opening and closing capital invested is usually done using the Modern Equivalent Asset
(MEA) technique. This estimates the lowest cost of purchasing assets today that can deliver the
same set of goods and services as the existing assets, allowing for the assets’ remaining life.
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employed, kd is the cost of debt capital, ke is the cost of equity capital and T is the marginal
corporate income tax rate.4
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securities (Rt), plus the firm’s systemic risk (beta), multiplied by the equity market risk premium
(Rm – Rf):
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The risk free rate, Rf, is objectively specified as the yield on a long-term government bond (in
South Africa the R157 is usually used). Beta indicates how the price of a firm’s share responds
to changes in the market portfolio. This has to be calculated based on historical data using
econometric methods. On this point, the literature holds much debate regarding the appropriate
data frequency (daily, weekly, monthly) and the period (1, 3, 5 or more years). The fact that
there has been no within or between industry consensus found on these points leaves
subjectivity in the calculation. The return on the market portfolio, Rm – Rf, indicates the return
expected by investors on an equity market portfolio relative to the risk free rate. This must also

be calculated by econometric methods and the period of analysis is again subjective – ideally,
one should use a very long period to eliminate return volatility. Unfortunately, long periods
(whilst the long term of an industry cannot be perfectly defined, many researchers recommend
the use of at least 10 years) of data are seldom available.
Whilst most investment analysts and investors calculate WACC by way of the CAPM model,
many local and international companies use a discount or hurdle rate (as a cost of capital) in
their investment decisions that is higher than the WACC calculated by the investor or analyst.
This is due to the concern that the cost of equity capital captured in the WACC does not cover
all of the specific risks arising from a project, especially when it has above-average risk.
Accordingly, many firms determine that it is necessary when using the WACC to add a specific
risk premium.

3.3

Economic profitability: summary of practical difficulties

The above explanation indicates that it is very difficult to estimate economic profits in such a
way that they can confidently be used to evaluate a firm and benchmark their performance with
that of others.
As previously discussed, basic economic theory states that in the long-run equilibrium of a
perfectly competitive market with free entry, economic profits will equal zero. The initial problem
in practically applying this theory is that it is seldom (especially in South Africa) the case that
one has all of the necessary financial data over the long term (for t and N in the IRR and NPV
calculations) and the calculations required may allow for subjectivity in their detail (specifically in
calculating the market value of capital and the cost of equity).
The practical difficulties around profitability measures have been illustrated well in the Mittal
excessive pricing case in South Africa. Although various experts submitted detailed data on
profitability levels, the Competition Tribunal found that this was not helpful in their determination.
Generally, these methods included various profitability measures as discussed in section 3.2
above (Calcagno and Walker, 2010).
We have therefore shown in this section that the calculation of economic profits is not simple
and that it is difficult to take the resultant figures as accurate and compare these across firms.
Also, for the purposes of competition analysis, economic profit is the correct indicator.
Accounting profit can only indicate how a business is performing on the operational side and it is
expected that economic and accounting profits may greatly diverge. This is due to expected
differences in the detail of methodology and data availability.
Assuming however that there is a satisfactory measure for economic profit, in the next section
we turn to the important question of whether a finding of positive economic profits can
immediately be interpreted as the use (or abuse) of market power.

4 Theoretical failings: reasons for positive economic profits
The theoretical problems with using profitability in competition analysis concern the fact that
there are a number of reasons why a firm may make positive economic profits for extended
periods5 of time. For example, this may be due to:
• Rewards for competitive advantages, deriving from management and/or strategy, that lead to
o Superior efficiency (Ricardian rents) and
o Successful risks and innovation (Schumpeterian rents);
• The result of a firm’s specific cost structure;
• The result of a market structure not being perfectly competitive;

• The result of external factors; and finally
• The result of having and exercising market power.
To reiterate, a firm’s profit margin does not depend only on its market power. Inferring the abuse
of market power simply from the observation of positive economic profits does not take into
account that the profits may derive from another source. In what follows we expand on these
other sources, as listed above.

4.1

A firm’s management and/or strategy

A firm’s management and/or strategy may influence its profitability. The existence of this
relationship incentivises firms to carry out business in a sustainable way. When analysing this,
one should be aware of potential survivorship bias that may mask the relationship between
management/strategy and profitability.
Inefficient management and/or strategy may raise costs and/or lower revenues. Per illustration,
lack of general foresight and timely investment may be evident in implementation of inadequate
staff training or facilities maintenance, untargeted research and development (R&D) projects
and ineffective waste management. These may increase costs (for initial outlay, but also over
time) and decrease revenue (over time).
On the other hand, efficient and superior management and/or strategy may decrease costs
and/or increase revenue. For example, good foresight and related early investment may be
evident in adequate staff training and facilities maintenance, targeted R&D projects and
effective waste management. These may initially increase outlay costs but then decrease costs
and increase revenues over time.

4.2

A firm’s cost structure

A firm’s cost structure, particularly related to sunk costs, may influence its profitability.
A firm’s prices may be higher than marginal costs for an extended period of time if sunk costs
(which may be modelled as fixed if financed in such a way, i.e. for substantial upfront building
expenses or equipment investment) are high and marginal costs (i.e. for consumer and staff
acquisition) are relatively low. Simply, this means that average total costs are above marginal
costs and prices are hence set above marginal costs.
This initial cost-price scenario is particularly pronounced in industries that require substantial
upfront capital investment to form a sustainable response to high demand levels. Over time –
possibly quite an extended period of time depending on the size of the sunk costs and the
nature of the industry – it is expected that fixed costs would fall and marginal costs may rise.
This means that average total costs would be brought nearer to marginal costs. Theoretically, in
the long run equilibrium of a perfectly competitive market with free entry, this would lead to
prices being equal to marginal costs.
With this change over time, one may observe a change in profitability. A change in profitability
from such a source has no relation to a change in market power or any anti-competitive
behaviour.

4.3

Markets that are not perfectly competitive

Positive economic profits might occur because one or more of the assumptions that underlie the
theory of perfect competition are not upheld in the market under investigation.

As one example, in the South African private hospital sector, the assumption of free entry did
not always hold. Hospital licenses, which historically have taken significant amounts of time to
be granted and require a hospital to demonstrate the demand for the new hospital, have served
as a regulatory barrier to the market. In addition to this, high initial capital investment
requirements characterise the hospital market. Neither of these is unique to South Africa, also
characterising hospital markets internationally.6
As discussed in section 4.2, industries with high entry barriers may pronounce the need to price
above marginal cost for an extended period of time. This ensures that the limited participants in
the market are able to function sustainably so as not to cause a sudden negative supply shock if
one of the participants in the market were to experience financial strain.
In summary, due to exogenous factors, a market may not be perfectly competitive and hence
economic profitability may be positive. This, however, is not due to anti-competitive market
power exertion and does not necessarily mean that the market is not workably
competitive.

4.4

External factors

The external factors that a firm are exposed to may influence its profitability.
The macroeconomic environment is one example of an external factor over which the firm has
no control. Exposure to smooth/volatile currencies may impact profitability, just as interest rates
and business confidence levels may do.
A second common example of an external factor is the behaviour of other
competing/complementary firms. A competitor may choose not to compete aggressively if doing
so maximises their profitability. A competitor may also choose to change its competitive
position, for example, to serve a niche market. Similarly, a complementary firm may increase or
decrease its offering.
Other examples of external factors may include unexpected increases in demand (with effects
being further pronounced if economies of scale are achieved).
Each of these factors may affect the profitability of the firm of interest. In each case these
may be found to be exogenous to the firm of interest and therefore bring no competition
concern.

4.5

Market power, if exercised through theories of harm

Finally, a firm’s market power, if exercised, may influence its profitability. This may be through
specific theories of harm that may be price- or non-price related. For example, a firm with
market power may have the ability to control prices, volumes and/or quality in such a way that
promotes their profitability.
These theories of harm need to be tested. In doing so, profitability analysis should serve as a
complementary analysis, not a means to decide which firms require investigation at the level of
specific theories of harm. This is for the reasons discussed above – wherein it was shown that
neglect of other potential influences of profitability may cause one to interpret high profitability
as market power exertion when that is not the case (Bork and Sidak, 2013: 511-30). For
instance, a firm with high profitability may be brought under serious investigation, when in fact
this is due to good management. On the other hand, a firm with low profitability may be
excluded from investigation, when in fact it may be charging a monopoly price and incurring

high costs due to poor management. This would punish well-managed firms and promote poorly
managed firms (Sylvester, 2013).
This paper has thus far provided factual reasoning and methods for, as well as challenges with,
the use of profitability in competition analysis. Against this background, it is clear that a more
prudent approach to investigate the exercise of market power is through analysis of evidence by
specific theories of harm. These specific theories of harm may be price and non-price related,
with each being investigated to provide a deeper understanding of the relevant competitive
dynamics. In the next section we look to other jurisdictions to understand if this is the case in
practice.

5 Examples from other jurisdictions
We now turn to the role of profitability in competition analysis in different jurisdictions. To do so
we review competition regulation, academic literature and precedent cases. We find that the US
and Europe (excluding the UK) do not commonly draw competition conclusions from profitability
analyses. On the other hand, we find precedents where the other jurisdictions – for example that
of the UK – have drawn competition conclusions from profitability analyses.

5.1

US

The 1981 publication by Schmalensee7 indicates early perspectives in the US with regard to
using profitability to establish market power:
“There are, however, three serious problems with using profitability to gauge market power.
First, it is very difficult in practice to measure actual profitability, and it may be even more
difficult to measure excess profits. There are no simple, generally valid techniques for
obtaining accurate estimates of these quantities, though advances have been made in this
area recently and continued progress is likely. Second, the absence of significant excess profit
does not establish the absence of significant market power. The costs of obtaining or keeping
such power, as well as waste caused by managers not subject to competitive pressures,
reduce observed profits, but represent real social costs of market power. Finally, substantial
excess profits can arise in the short run even in perfectly competitive markets. Such profits
provide essential signals to guide the flow of investment funds in market economies.”
(Schamalensee, 1981)
Following such literature, the 1995–1998 case of Blue Cross & Blue Shield United of Wisconsin
v. Marshfield Clinic is a commonly used precedent in the US for the case against market power
conclusions being inferred from profitability analyses. The case relates to an alleged dominant
position of Marshfield Clinic (a provider of medical services) by Blue Cross & Blue Shield (a
health insurer, acting in this case together with its health maintenance organisation (HMO)).
The judge of this case was Judge Posner of the US Court of Appeals, a global leader in the field
of law and economics.8 In the 1995 judgement (United States Court of Appeals, 2007) Posner
stated:
“It is always treacherous to try to infer monopoly power from a high rate of return. Taking the
second point first, not only do measured rates of return reflect accounting conventions more
than they do real profits (or losses)… but there is not even a good economic theory that
associates monopoly power with a high rate of return. Firms compete to become and to
remain monopolists, and the process of competition erodes their profits. Conversely,
competitive firms may be highly profitable merely by virtue of having low costs as a result of
superior efficiency, yet not sufficiently lower costs than all other competitors to enable the firm

to take over its market and become a monopolist. As for high prices, one of the complaints
against HMOs is that they skimp on service. One HMO may charge higher prices than other
HMOs, not because it has a monopoly, but because it is offering better service than the other
HMOs in its market… Generally you must pay more for higher quality.”
More recent sources of literature that highlight the US’ position on profitability in competition
analysis include the 2003 academic paper by Baumol9 and Swanson10 and the 2009 and 2013
academic papers by Sidak11 and Teece12, and Sidak and Bork,13 respectively. Relating to Judge
Posner’s point on measured rates of return, Baumol and Swanson state:
“There can be little doubt about the general absence of defensible data on the economic profit
rate; that is, the excess of revenue over cost inclusive of all pertinent opportunity costs and
calculated as a percentage return on the total investment (real assets) of the firm, after
economic depreciation.” (Baumol and Swanson, 2003: 684)
Relating then to Judge Posner’s point on economic theory, Sidak and Teece (2009) state that:
“supra-competitive profits may result from a factor other than market power, such as superior
management. Furthermore, in industries with high sunk investment, high profit margins are
consistent with a dynamically competitive market.” (Sidak and Teece, 2009: 581-631)
Sidak and Bork (2013) additionally advocate that:
“Neither economic theory nor empirical evidence indicates a dispositive relationship between
profit margins and the possession of market power… Using a firm’s profit data to infer market
power might therefore lead a court or competition authority to the wrong conclusion.” (Sidak
and Bork, 2013: 511-30)
Finally, with reference directly to the US Competition and Monopoly 2008 publication by the US
Department of Justice:
“In short, direct evidence of a firm’s profits, margins, or demand elasticity is not likely to
provide an accurate or reliable alternative to the traditional approach of first defining the
relevant market and then examining market shares and entry conditions, when trying to
determine whether the firm possesses monopoly power… Focussing on anticompetitive
effects, such as the reduction of output, may be more useful....” (US Department of Justice,
2008)
The above evidence from various sources – case precedent, academic literature, and regulation
reports – indicates that competition authorities in the US do not commonly draw conclusions of
market power/ dominance from analyses of profitability. Their reasoning, as set out above, is
that it is challenging to take into account all costs to accurately estimate economic profitability,
and that even then there may be many benign (to competition concerns) reasons for the finding
of positive economic profitability.

5.2

Europe (excluding the UK)

The 1978 case of United Brands Company and United Brands Continental BV v Commission of
the European Communities (European Court, 1978) is a commonly used precedent in Europe
(excluding the UK) for the case against market power conclusions being inferred from
profitability analyses. The case relates to alleged abuse of a dominant position by United
Brands Company, the importer of the Chiquita brand of Latin American bananas.
In the judgement by the European court, the following was stated (paragraph 126):
“An undertaking’s economic strength is not measured by its profitability; a reduced profit
margin or even losses for a time are not incompatible with a dominant position, just as large

profits may be compatible with a situation where there is effective competition. The fact that an
undertaking’s profitability is for a time moderate or non-existent must be considered in the light
of the whole of that undertaking’s operations.”
With regard to the speculation of excess profitability of the firm, the Court stated (paragraph
251):
“This excess could, inter alia, be determined objectively if it were possible for it to be
calculated by making a comparison between the selling price of the product in question and its
cost of production, which would disclose the amount of the profit margin. However, the
commission has not done this since it has not analysed UBC’s costs structure.”
The 1983 case of NV Nederlandsche Banden Industrie Michelin v Commission of the European
Communities (European Court, 1983) is also a seminal case. This case relates to abuse of a
dominant position by the provision of discounts on tyres. Herein (paragraph 11) it is stated:
“Temporary unprofitability or even losses are not inconsistent with the existence of a dominant
position. By the same token, the fact that the prices charged by the undertaking concerned do
not constitute an abuse and are not even particularly high does not justify the conclusion that a
dominant position does not exist.”
A more recent – but also commonly cited – precedent for the case against market power
conclusions inferred from profitability analyses, is the 1997–2004 case of Scandlines Sverige
AB v Port of Helsingborg (Commission of the European Communities, 2004). The case relates
to an alleged abuse of a dominant position by the Port of Helsingborg. After explaining the
difficulty of measuring profits in such a way that they can be comparable between ports that are
determined reasonable benchmarks, the Court judgement goes on to state that (paragraphs 157
and 214):
“While a comparison of prices and costs… may serve as a first step in such an analysis, this in
itself cannot be conclusive as it regards the existence of an abuse… A comparison between
the profits of the ferry-operations in different ports would be too dependent on the markets in
which they operate, the individual cost structure of the companies (possible economies of
scope and scale, existence of cost efficiencies), the level of their investments, how these are
financed as well as internal decisions with regards to the remuneration of the shareholders.”
The above three cases refer to Article 82 (ex Article 86) of the EC Treaty, which deals with the
abuse of dominance. In 2005 the European Commission published a discussion paper on the
application of this article to exclusionary abuses. In paragraph 26 of the discussion paper it is
stated:
“Higher than normal profits may be an indication of a lack of competitive constraints on an
undertaking. In general, the way in which a firm acts in a market may in itself be indicative of
substantial market power, for instance where an undertaking increases its price while
benefiting from falling costs.” (European Commission, 2005)
These three precedents, in conjunction with Article 82 of the EC Treaty and its 2005 discussion
document, illustrate that competition authorities in Europe do not commonly draw any
conclusions of market power/ dominance from analyses of profitability. Their reasoning, as set
out above, is that it is very difficult to arrive at an accurate and comparable measure of
profitability.

5.3

UK

From precedent competition cases, it seems that the UK is a jurisdiction that does afford
profitability a central role in competition analysis and has in some cases drawn conclusions of
market power from profitability.
In the UK private healthcare inquiry’s provisional results of 28 August 2013, the opening
paragraph on the point of profitability states (p.232):
“An important indicator of competition in a market is the level of profits of the firms involved…
competition should put pressure on profit levels, so that they move toward the cost of capital in
the medium to long run… A situation where profits are persistently above the cost of capital for
firms that represent a substantial part of the market could be an indication of limitations in the
competitive process.”
The discussion in the report goes on to explain that the UK Competition Commission (UK CC)
analysed economic profits over a 5-year period, January 2007–January 2012. They determine
that this is sufficient time to understand profit persistence and that they chose this period due to
structural changes14 in the market prior to those dates. The report goes on to show that BMI,
HCA and Spire are, according to this measure, earning persistent profits in excess of the cost of
capital. The authorities then explain that the results of their analyses with regard to
concentration, prices and profits align to support insufficient competitive constraints at the local
level (UK CC, 2013b: 232-249).15
The approach of drawing a competition conclusion from profitability is not entirely new in that
jurisdiction. The OFT’s market power guidelines state:
“An undertaking’s conduct in a market or its financial performance may, in itself, provide
evidence that it possesses market power.” (OFT, 2004: 25)
Note that this differs from the definition of market power in the SA Competition Act where there
is no reference to a firm’s performance or profit (see section 2 above). Additional examples
where profitability was afforded significant focus in the UK CC’s evaluation of market power
include the investigations into the supply of banking services to SMEs, store credit card
services, the home credit market, and the consumer credit market (UK CC, 2002; OFT; 2004b,
2006, 2010).
Nevertheless, in each of these cases, profitability was analysed alongside other relevant
indicators, such as prices or market concentration levels. In each of the above cases, the
final conclusion was not drawn solely from profitability, despite it having a role in this
regard.
In the case of the home credit market it was stated:
“We believe that profitability remains just one indicator of the extent of competition in a market
and we therefore do not draw conclusions from our profitability analysis alone. Indeed, we
have not sought to do so in this case.” (OFT, 2006).
Additionally, in the OFT’s assessment of market power guidelines (paragraph 6.6), it is stated:
“High prices or profits alone are not sufficient proof that an undertaking has market
power: high profits may represent a return on previous innovation, or result from changing
demand conditions. As such, they may be consistent with a competitive market, where
undertakings are able to take advantage of profitable opportunities when they exist. However,
persistent significantly high returns, relative to those that would prevail in a competitive market

of similar risk and rate of innovation, may suggest that market power does exist. This would be
especially so if those high returns did not stimulate new entry or innovation.” (OFT, 2004a:25)
It is apparent from the information reviewed for the UK that the competition authorities have in
some cases drawn conclusions about market power from an analysis of profitability. However, in
these cases, this was done alongside analyses of indirect evidence, such that a final conclusion
was not drawn solely from profitability, but rather in conjunction therewith. This nevertheless
differs to the approach of the US and Europe (excluding the UK), as summarised in the last
paragraphs of section 5.1 and 5.2 respectively, where profitability is in most cases excluded
altogether from competition analyses due to the measurement and inference problems
discussed.

5.4

OECD

Section 5.1 – 5.3 discuss the approaches of specific countries’ competition authorities regarding
the assessment of market power. It is clear that these approaches do differ from country to
country. Global antitrust organisations have attempted to bridge this gap and stimulate
discussion on such matters. Two of the largest global antitrust organisations are the
International Competition Network (ICN) and the Competition Committee of the Organisation for
Cooperation and Development (OECD).
The results of the ICN’s 2007 questionnaire (ICN, 2007) regarding ‘the objectives of unilateral
conduct laws, assessment of dominance/ substantial market power, and state-created
monopolies’ provide information on how different jurisdictions around the world determine
market power and the exertion thereof. Questioning 32 (of 35) ICN members, it was found that
only 17 of these consider profit levels as possible factors to be assessed for single-firm
dominance/ substantial market power (these responses do not allow for an understanding of
whether conclusions were drawn solely from the analysis thereof when used, or if profitability
analyses were rather considered alongside many other more informative analyses). It was found
that other jurisdictions reject the use of this criterion, with cautions about potential errors from
using profit levels to establish dominance.
In 2006, the OECD Competition Committee also debated evidentiary issues related to proving
dominance/ market power. In the official roundtable document (OECD, 2006: 40-41) different
approaches to establish evidence of substantial market power were discussed. The keys points
established include the following:
“… in a model of perfect competition, firms would earn zero economic profits, whereas in a
model of monopoly, the firm would earn very large profits… It should therefore not come as a
surprise that competition authorities and courts have looked to profitability as evidence of
market power. The Canadian Competition Tribunal has considered profits as evidence for
substantial market power. The Commission's decision in Microsoft also included a reference to
Microsoft's profitability to support the finding of dominance.”16… The economic and legal
literature, however… has in general been rather sceptical about the use of profitability data as
evidence of substantial market power… even commentators who support the idea of using
profitability data to infer market power acknowledge the practical difficulties in methods of
economic profit estimation…. In addition, excess profits could be rewards for taking risks and
rewards to a competitive advantage such as superior efficiency, and therefore have perfectly
legitimate reasons… It is also not clear whether the lack of excessive profitability should be
treated as relevant evidence for the absence of market power... Despite these problems, it
appears that measuring profitability might in the right circumstances be a useful method to
support the finding of dominance or suggest the absence of market power, if relevant and
reliable data are available and subject to a careful examination and interpretation.”

In this section we have sought to understand which jurisdictions around the world analyse
profitability in assessing market power. From our review of case precedents, academic
literature, and regulation guidelines we have established that the US and Europe (excluding the
UK) generally do not favour the use of profitability analyses for this purpose. Nevertheless, we
have found that some other jurisdictions – including the UK – do use profitability in assessing
market power. Nevertheless, from the cases reviewed, it is evident that the UK does not rely
solely on profitability to draw conclusions about market power, but rather use it in conjunction
with other factors. Reviewing the findings of prominent global antitrust discussions, we find that
strong reservations remain against the use of profitability in assessing market power, due to
potential errors in calculation and interpretation. This conclusion is even more pertinent if the
profitability analysis does not form part of a wider inquiry considering other indicators of market
power.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have reviewed the theoretical reasoning for including profitability analyses in
competition analysis. Following this, we explained what economic profits are, how these are
practically calculated, and what problems are likely to be encountered in doing so. Thereafter,
we reviewed the theoretical reasons for why a firm may make positive economic profits. Finally,
we looked to other jurisdictions to understand how profitability has been used in competition
analysis in other parts of the world.
In summary, we have found that profitability analyses for the purposes of competition analysis
are fraught with practical problems and have been criticised heavily on theoretical grounds.
Accordingly, they cannot be central in competition analysis and do not provide a basis from
which competition conclusions can be drawn. At best, they can provide insight into the
functioning of a market. For example, they can assist in understanding how a supply or demand
market has changed over time – much like the market definition exercise – as well as the
requirements to remain in the industry to serve consumers effectively, efficiently and
sustainably.
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Endnotes
1

Senior Economist, Econex

2

Act 89 OF 1998.

3

The most common measure of accounting profit is EBITDAR (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation,
amortisation and rent). Other measures such as return on sales (ROS) or return on capital employed (ROCE) may
also be used.
4

Profitability can be assessed either before or after tax, provided that the cash flows of revenues and costs are
prepared on a consistent basis.
5

The ‘long run’ is a conceptual time period in which all factors of production and costs are variable. It is very
challenging to determine the long run for the private hospital market in South Africa. This is due to data constraints
and also due to the dynamically changing nature of the market. The latter may include the changing of the actual
market definition, not just the changing of market participants. For these reasons, we refer to the data such as those
.
in the South African private hospital market as being for ‘an extended period of time’
6

For example, in the UK, the Care Quality Commission (CQC) regulates hospitals. In appendix E of the UK
Commission’s inquiry it is also stated that the need for economies of scale with limited market size serves as an entry
barrier to the market. Accordingly, investment in facilities and staff were said to be requirements to gain sufficient
patient volumes for efficiency.
7

Professor of applied economics at the Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

8

Richard Posner is a judge for the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in Chicago, as well as a
Senior Lecturer at the University of Chicago Law School. He has been identified by The Journal of Legal Studies as
the most cited legal scholar of the 20th century.
9

Professor of economics at New York University and Professor Emeritus, Princeton University.

10

Member of the California Bar.

11

Chairman, Criterion Economics, LLC, Washington, DC; Ronald Coase Professor of Law and Economics, Tilburg
Law and Economics Centre.
12

Faculty Director, Institute for Business Innovation (Berkely); Director, Centre for Global Strategy and Governance
(Berkely).
13

Former Circuit Judge of the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, Former Solicitor General of the
United States.
14

In 2006 the NHS underwent reorganization. Strategic health authorities (SHAs) were reduced from 28 to 10. The
number of primary care trusts (PCTs) fell from 303 to 152.
15
16

This was later rebuked in the CMA’s final UK Healthcare Inquiry Report (of 2014).
Finding that Microsoft's 81% profit margin for Windows was "high by any measure".

